A NEW ACCENTURE FOR LIFE SCIENCES

ITS A BRAVE NEW ERA IN HEALTHCARE
New Science
The Rise of Digital Health
Rising Patient Expectations
A Shift from Volume to Value

We have a new Accenture to help communities thrive in this new world

Accenture has created five concrete businesses that can help life sciences companies deliver better patient outcomes

Accenture Strategy
SHAPES
• Business Strategy
• Technology Strategy

Accenture Consulting
TRANSFORMS
• Management Consulting
• Technology Consulting

Accenture Digital
DIGITIZES
• Interactive
• Analytics
• Mobility

Accenture Technology
POWERS
• As a Service
• Labs
• Ecosystem Alliances

Accenture Operations
OPERATES
• Application Services
• Business Services
• Cloud
• Security

We are excited about our enhanced ability to help life sciences businesses help patients live better, longer, and more vibrant lives

New Applied Now
Disruptive Business Models Applied Now
Design Thinking Applied Now
Collaborative Platforms Applied Now
Artificial Intelligence Applied Now
Robotic Applied Now
Cybersecurity Applied Now
Virtual Reality Applied Now
Digital Health Solutions Applied Now
Liquid Workforce Applied Now
IOT Applied Now
Open Innovation Applied Now
Quantum Computing Applied Now

We know innovation is at the heart of life sciences businesses

Innovation is also at the heart of the new Accenture
WE LEAD WITH INNOVATION
• Accenture Research
• Accenture Ventures
• Accenture Labs
• Accenture Liquid Studios
• Accenture Innovation Centers
• Accenture Delivery Centers

THE NEW ACCENTURE FOR LIFE SCIENCES

ACCENTURE + GOOGLE LIFE SCIENCES
Cloud Mobility and Advanced Analytics Applied Now.

ACCENTURE + SAP + LIFE SCIENCES
Industry Platforms for SAP S/4 HANA Applied Now.

ACCENTURE + MERCK + MOTHERS
Better Patient Outcomes Applied Now.

ACCENTURE + BOSTON SCIENTIFIC
Data Driven Health Solution for Heart Patients Applied Now.

Accenture Life Sciences
RETHINK RESHAPE RESTRUCTURE ..... BETTER PATIENT OUTCOMES

ACCENTURE + INTELLIGENT PATIENT PLATFORM + LIFE SCIENCES CLOUD FOR R&D
Collaborative Technology Platforms Applied Now.

We look forward to bringing the new Accenture to life sciences

ACCENTURE + FJORD ACQUISITION
Design Thinking Applied Now.

ACCENTURE + DIGITAL HEALTH STARTUPS
Healthtech Innovation Program Applied Now.